Basic List

The Basic List creates a dynamic list of pages based on different sourcing methods. Depending on the source method used, the list can organically update as pages are created or changed.

Features

- Multiple sourcing options
- Sorting and display choices
- Pagination controls
- Display pages hidden from navigation

Pro Tips

- Create a dynamic links list using site child pages, useful if site navigation goes below 3 levels
- Create links based on tags, useful to direct to specifically categorized pages
- Use a fixed list to link to both internal and external sites in one list
Basic List Legend

**i. Page | Folder**

Choose a specific directory or page. Best for the highest level of specificity.

**ii. Search**

Keyword(s) query created by the Help Desk. Highest level of customization.

**iii. Tags**

Select from a list of tags. Brodest range of inclusion.

---

**BUILD LIST USING**

- Child pages
- Descendant pages
- Fixed list
- Search
- Advanced Search
- Tags

**PARENT PAGE**

/content/sm/TouchTraining/McKinley/lists

- Include hidden pages in navigation in list

**MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PAGES TO INCLUDE IN LIST**

- Pages

**PAGINATE LIST AFTER**

- Pages

**ORDER BY**

- Created
- Last Modified